
DT7
Street Sweeper



Efficiency and 
flexibility

Truck chassis
Dulevo equipment can of course 

be applied to the chassis of trucks 

of various makes including: Iveco, 

Scania and Mercedes.

Robust
Robust construction achieved by 

adopting quality materials and 

components.

High efficiency
of suction
High suction capacity is ensured by 

the independent auxiliary motor.

The great flexibility of use allows for easy 
deployment in the city, on country roads and in 
large areas such as motorways, forecourts and 
airports.



Suction
Suction can take place alternately on 

either the right or left side.  

Simple maintenance
The absence of electronic boards also 

allows for easy and quick detection of 

any malfunctions, and much quicker 

and cheaper repair in the event of a 

breakdown without the need for specialist 

technicians.

Sweeping
Dust and debris are collected by means 

of a suction mouth, rotating brush and 

central roller.



Pressurisation 
system

The pressurisation system by means 

of filtered air supply maintains a clean 

and comfortable working environment 

inside the cabin.

Intuitive controls

control panel is located on the side of 

the driver’s seat in a convenient position 

within easy reach of the operator.

Wirless

wireless radio control for managing 

of all functions of the waste container.

Designed 
for People
A comfortable and pleasant sweeper to 
use even after many hours of work.



STD and D versions
STD and D versions, trolley with trailed brush, 

The suction unit is fixed on a trailed trolley. A ball 

joint allows the trolley to adapt to different road 

conditions. The wheels of the trolley are of the type 

with a die-cast aluminium rim and elastic rubber 

ring. For this trolley, the side brush is only available 

in the towed version. It is not possible to adjust the 

outer travel of the trolley. 

PRO and H Versions
PRO and H versions, trolley with push brush, The 

suction unit is mounted on a towed trolley, designed 

to adapt to different conditions of use, including 

sweeping in areas where there is a large amount of 

material. It is possible to manually adjust the outer 

outlet of the trolley to the working position. The 

trolley is equipped with a robust steel side bumper. 

For this trolley, the side brush is available in a 

pushed version.  

 

They guarantee the customer the highest levels 
of performance in every context.

Versions DT7



Front brush
- Telescopic pneumatic right-sided front 

brush 

- Fixed front brush right-hand side Double 

- Fixed front brush right and left side

Washing system
High-pressure or low-pressure with hose 

reel for washing with lance or facilitator 

arm. Manually adjustable front wash bar

The variety of options 
Allows you to expand the operational 

spectrum of the Dulevo DT7, anywhere, 

anytime.

The wide choice of optional extras and
accessories also allows customisation according to 
specific sweeping needs.

Applications



 Technical Data  DT7

Cleaning track:

  - With central brush mm 1800

  - With centre brush and side brushes mm 2200

  - With centre brush, side brushes and third brush mm 2700

Waste container volume m3 6

Height of container discharge (OPT.) mm 1150 (2400)

Cabin seats (OPT.) n° 2

Hourly output m2/h 40.500

Maximum speed Km/h 90

Turning circle diameter mm 12000

PM Certification PM 2,5 / PM10****

Auxiliary engine brand Deutz

Engine emissions Stage IV - Tier 4

Power supply Diesel
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